Abstract. Let D be a finite and simple digraph with vertex set V .D/. A twin Roman dominating function (TRDF) on D is a labeling f W V .D/ ! f0; 1; 2g such that every vertex with label 0 has an in-neighbor and out-neighbor with label 2. The weight of a TRDF f is the value
A vertex u in a digraph D out-dominates itself and all vertices v such that uv is an arc of D, similarly, u in-dominates both itself and all vertices w such that wu is an arc of D. A set S of vertices of D is a twin dominating set of D if every vertex of D is out-dominated by a vertex of S and in-dominated by a vertex of S . The twin domination number .D/ is the cardinality of a minimum twin dominating set. A
.D/-function is a twin dominating function of D with weight .D/. The twin domination, was introduced by Chartrand, Dankelmann, Schultz, and Swart [3] and has been studied by several authors (see [1, 2, 6] ).
A Roman dominating function (RDF) on a digraph D is a function f W V ! f0; 1; 2g satisfying the condition that every vertex v for which f .v/ D 0 has a inneighbor u for which f .u/ D 2. The weight of an RDF f is the value !.f / D P v2V f .v/. The Roman domination number of a digraph D, denoted by R .D/, equals the minimum weight of an RDF on D. A R .D/-function is a Roman dominating function of D with weight R .D/. The Roman domination for digraphs was introduced by Kamaraj and Hemalatha [5] and investigated in [7] .
A 
2 is a twin dominating set when f is a TRDF, and since placing weight 2 at the vertices of a twin dominating set yields a TRDF, we have
(1.1)
Our purpose in this paper is to establish some sharp bounds for the twin Roman domination number of a digraph.
We make use of the following results in this paper.
Theorem 1 ([3]
). Let D be a digraph of order n and minimum degree ı.D/ 1. Then,
The proof of the following observations are straightforward and therefore omitted.
Observation 4. A digraph D is a twin Roman digraph if and only if it has a
Proof. Let D be a twin Roman digraph, and let Since each vertex of V 0 has at least one in-neighbor in V 2 , we observe that jV 0 j Ä C jV 2 j. Since C 1, we deduce that
This inequality chain leads to
If K n is the complete digraph of order n 2, then Proposition 1 (i) implies that
If K n;n is the complete bipartite digraph with n 4, then it follows from Theorem 2 that R .K n;n / 4. Now it is easy to see that R .K n;n / D 4. These examples show that Theorem 2 is sharp.
If D is the empty digraph of order n, then clearly R .D/ D n. Therefore Theorem 2 yields to the next result immediately. Proposition 2. Let D be a digraph of order n, maximum out-degree C and maximum in-degree
. Let H be the digraph with vertex set fv; u 1 ; u 2 ; : : : ; u n 1 g with n 5 such that v ! u i for i D 1; 2; : : : ; n 1, u 2 ! u 1 and u 3 ! u 1 . Then C .H / C .H / D n 2 and R .H / D n. This example demonstrates that the condition C C n C 3 in Proposition 2 is best possible in some sense.
Proposition 3. Let D be a digraph. The following statements are equivalent.
There is no a directed path of length 2 in D.
(ii) ) (i): The result follows immediately by (1.1) and (1.2).
(ii) , (iii): Obvious. This concepts have been studied in [2] . Here, we propose similar concepts the lower orientable twin Roman domination number dom R .G/ and the upper orientable twin Roman domination number DOM R .G/ as follows. dom R .G/ D minf R .D/ j D is an orientation of Gg;
